Week of March 19-20 - complete these over the course of two days. You should not do this all at
once.

Warm-up (two)
Submit two recordings of your warm-up (in Google Classroom), including:
1. Long Tones - any two lines at a forte dynamic and one line at a piano dynamic
2. Supper Slurs
3. Smooth Slurs
4. Extended Slurs
5. Shawarma for all brass players & percussion, Overtones for saxophones & Reversed
Supper Slurs for oboe, bassoon, clarinet, & bass clarinet
Use funny or creative additions like wearing a sombrero, a unique introduction to your warm-up, or
the addition of a bobble head doll. Create your own ideas. Mesner will post the three most
creative or funny “warm-up enhancers” on the 8th grade comment stream in Google Classroom
each day.
Playing your your warm-up wearing a sombrero or swimming goggles or Tristian’s UW hat

Introduce your warm-up by leaning into the microphone on your
Chromebook and breath on it saying “whhhooo, paaaaaa...whhhhooo,
paaaaa - Mesner, this is my warm-up…”

Introduce your warm-up by saying
“on Wednesdays we warm-up” (that would be so fetch…)

Introduce your warm-up by saying “my
name is Inigo Montoya, you killed by
father, Prepare to warm-up”

Introduce your warm-up saying “Bears,
Beets, Battlestar Warm-up”

Play your warm-up with a bobble head nodding their bobble head YES!

Smartmusic
There are two new Smartmusic assignments for Prairie Dances labeled 2A & 2B (this might include
parts you have already played combined into a longer segment). Reach a score of 90% or higher
and submit.
Remember that Smartmusic is most helpful as a source of information. Don’t just do a bunch of full
takes of the complete assignment. Identify the part of the assignment that is tricky and isolate that
part, slow it down, practice apart and then try the assignment again.
Percussion - you can either play your part with Smartmusic or clap the rhythms

Concert C Major
Record your Concert C major & arpeggio and submit through Google Classroom.

Folk Song of Climbing Mountain
Listen record with the posted Youtube link of Folk Song of Climbing Mountain and answer the
questions on the Google form.

Week of March 19-20 Check list (you can use this to check off assignments)
❏ Warm-up #1
❏ Concert C major scale & arpeggio
❏ Smartmusic; Prairie Dances (two assignments)
❏ Warm-up #2
❏ Folk Song of Climbing Mountain

